
1.0 The Thesis

1.1 To open

I am a Western Australian artist who makes artworks across the visual media 

in sculpture, installation, sound, photography and digital print works. I work with “the 

environmental” in its widest definition, from ecological concepts and issues, through its 

different systems of understanding, to the relationship that people have with “nature�”. 

The themes of places and spaces, walking and mapping, and collection and curiosity 

recur in my work. It is very important that my work is based in experiences – in our spatial 

lives. I like to feel that I partake in the world of people and places with the hybrid vision 

of an artist, a scientist and a fellow traveller. I use walking as a bodily, perceptual and  

occasionally meditative experience in the midst of the everyday. I examine questions 

of scale, landscape and networks in my work. Part of my commitment to a “lightness of 

touch” can be seen in my use of minimally altered found objects and the faint restless 

humour that underlies my work.

In the past I drew on the word eclogue�, to describe an artwork created as an 

ephemeral situation (see Figures �.� and �.3). Once the event had passed these types 

of artworks exist only as a photographic record. The eclogue was used to highlight the 

importance of ecosystems and landscapes outside of the urban centre, to capture events 

that are the result of chance occurrences, and to examine the relationship between the 

human “observer3” and the landscape. My Masters Thesis (�999), Objects in the Field, 

� As we shall see I regard nature as a problematic term.
�  A pastoral poem, usually in the form of a dialogue between shepherds e.g. Virgil’s  
Eclogues.
� A recurring motif in the project is the tension between a scientific understanding of the 
observer and more phenomenological or poetic understandings of what constitutes an observer. 

�

Figure �.� ❍ (Moon Mirrors), Smoke Creek, �996. Eclogue (photographic  
documentation of site specific installation).
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examined the role of photography in this process and the relevance of Robert Smithson’s 

Non-Site in my art� (see Figure �.�).

�  At some stage I became dissatisfied with the flatness of the eclogues: not strictly with the 
limitations of photographs as records of the conceptual artworks, but also with a sense of the ex-
haustion of the language of installation and the lack of a living experience offered by the artworks. 
Ultimately there is no practical way that more than a handful of people can experience first hand 
the works that I do in isolated areas. How else can places far away be experienced as sites for a 
majority of art viewers?

Figure �.� ❍ (Moon Mirrors), Smoke Creek, �996. Eclogue (photographic  
documentation of site specific installation).

Figure �.� Robert Smithson, Non-Site “Line of Wreckage”, Bayonne, New Jersey, 
�968, (Sobieszek, �99�, p. ��). Aluminium, broken concrete, photographs and 
photostat map.
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1.2 The concern

fieldwork/field walking was a project that set out to explore the area of walking 

and fieldwork in art, and as art. Fieldwork is conceived here as the activity of scientists 

in the environment, primarily in the natural sciences. Whilst the sociology of science in 

the laboratory has been well theorised (e.g., Latour & Woolgar, �979), less has been 

said about the field in science. This is in contrast to the discipline of ethnography (and 

to a lesser extent geography) that has examined the historical and contemporary role 

of fieldwork and the observer over the last �0 years. fieldwork/field walking set out to 

infuse this gap in the field with artworks. 

Field walking is also the name given to a technique in archaeology. It is the  

systematic searching the landscape surface for archaeological finds. More generally, 

the field is one of the few areas in science where walking and individual observation are 

still primary technologies. In the visual arts, walking in non-urban areas has been an 

important part of expanding the definition of the art object and redefining the genre of 

landscape art in the late �960s and early �970s.

But walking is also a prosaic activity of the everyday, and thus a key connection 

between the field and the city. Moreover, in car-oriented cities such as Perth, it takes 

on an aspect of social alterity. Walking is pivotal to the project because, on the one 

hand, it is personal, physical, everyday and immediate; and, on the other hand, it is  

technologically simple, autonomous and at an increasing distance from the  

Figures �.� to �.7. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Kimberley Sandstone Range Blanket stranded from 
July �005 to February �006 (see Figures �.� to �.7).
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contemporary trajectory of high modernism. These characteristics see it being increas-

ingly left out of the “future modern”. These tensions provide impetus to re-examine  

walking as an art practice. 

More generally contemporary art in Australia has shied away from engagements 

with non-urban places. Most likely this is because of the weight of emphasis placed upon 

landscape in Australian art history and possibly because of an exhaustion of techniques 

and possibilities that seem relevant to the contemporary. Without necessarily denigrat-

ing some exciting work that has taken place in non-urban areas I would point to the  

enormous opportunities for exploring recent theories about walking and the field in the 

social sciences. Working with these recent developments would address what could 

be seen as an insufficient critical engagement with the nonhuman by contemporary  

Australian artists and critics in the last twenty years.

So for the reasons outlined above there is a terrain that can be engaged with: 

asking questions about – how science in the field is practised and understood – what 

walking might be in contemporary life – how one walks in the field – and about what 

these might mean in the context of contemporary art. The approach chosen to address 

this topography was via a practice based art project. As such the project had an empirical 

mode of operation. The initial parameters were set and the terrain was sketched out. The 

connections between the concepts were then woven and unravelled in an iterative proc-

ess. In other words the way to answer the questions posed was to make art. The primary 

mode of research has been the production of visual and sound artworks.

1.3 The research question

As a creative project fieldwork/field walking did not set out to solve a specific 

problem in the sense of a testable hypothesis, rather it is aimed at exploring the territory 

between art and science and the current evolution of the definitions of nature. My aim was 

to achieve a significant body of work that contributes to new ways of seeing landscapes. 

The objective of fieldwork/field walking was therefore to make art that explores the 

area between the ephemeral or transient experience and the site-specific and/or in-depth 

Figures �.8 and �.9. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Corner Photopoint February �006. 
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experience and to contribute to ongoing debates into human relationships with nature 

and the understanding of our spatial lives. The project also touched upon the practical 

issue of how to creatively transform the experience of elsewhere (the field) into artworks. 

Figure �.�� shows the space of fieldwork/fieldwalking diagrammatically.

The research question formulated was therefore: in the common ground shared 

between art and science, what are the connections between fieldwork and walking 

in the field? During the process of research a number of subsidiary lines of inquiry were 

developed and are listed below. Unfamiliar terms are explained later in Section �.8.

What will be found by adopting an “ordinary wilderness” approach to fieldwork 

and field walking? In what ways is it possible:

to re-imagine non-urban places that are local, emplaced, and embodied? Within 
the canon of Australian contemporary art, can a non-urban place be talked about 
in a way that is not nostalgic?

to have a conversation with the nonhuman?

to have such a conversation with a field scientist? If it is framed in terms of some 
sort of exchange then my aim is to add something to the scientific community as 
well as to be influenced by it. 

to successfully transform the experience of “elsewhere” to somewhere (i.e. from 
the field to the gallery). Where in the continuum of representation, translation and 
transformation does the work of the thesis sit?

to reconcile the “emptiness” of Euro-Australian belonging and its relationship with 
an Aboriginal past, present and future?

1.4 Background and setting 

This section introduces three key themes that form the setting for the project: the 

FutureNatural, the scientific field and walking as art. 

1.4.1 The FutureNatural�

A key theme of interest is the meeting of two 

important understandings of nature that have evolved in 

recent times. The first, a deconstructive position, holds that 

“nature” (with a small n) is a cultural construct, which is 

unstable and subject to change as power is played out upon 

it. The environmental movement also critiques the “tech-

nological Prometheanism of the enlightenment project” 

(Sober, �996, p. ��) and identifies connections between 

anthropocentrism and forms of racial and gender discrimi-

nation. But such environmentalists nevertheless consider 

that “Nature” (with a capital N) is something real that has 

value and that can be investigated for claims of truth: real, 

authentic Nature is more desirable than fake nature. The 

orthodox scientific position is that Nature has physical real-

� I borrow this term in part from Robertson et al.  (�996).

•

•

•

•

•

Figure �.�0 Image from  
Walking around taking 
photographs, digital print 
installation series, �006. 
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Figures �.�� and �.��. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. 

Figure �.�� The space of the fieldwork/fieldwalking project.
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ity: the environmentalist says that Nature, in its physical reality, has intrinsic worth. 

There is a conflict here with any deconstructivist position. How this plays out in the 

future will influence the fundamental shape of society. This debate is what I term the 

FutureNatural. Artists and thinkers have created a stimulating variety of responses to 

this conflict between Nature and nature. fieldwork/field walking aims to add to this 

discussion. The project began with the aim of creatively enquiring into the broader  

questions of: what is the FutureNatural?; how will “truth” and “imagination” stand together 

in the future?; and how can the “subjective” and the “objective” be resolved or redefined 

through art?

1.4.2 The scientific field

Appendix A.� discusses in detail the space of the scientific field. It describes the 

differences between the field and the spaces of the laboratory and the office. Especially 

in the natural sciences the field is commonly taken to mean non-urban areas. Although 

I have discussed how this might not be the case in Appendix A.� I will nevertheless be 

concentrating in this Thesis on non-urban areas. I argue that the field is a space that is 

coded, regulated, and defined as objective by science. It comes into existence as a site 

when the performance of fieldwork takes place. The space of the field has evolved over 

time. The fieldwork/field walking project is concerned with stretching the boundaries of 

the field and of the work that takes place in it.

Figure �.�6 Image from Walking around 
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006.

Figures �.�� and �.��. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print 
installation series, �006. Sandy Creek on left February �006.
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1.4.3 Walking as art

…walking will be seen to be constitutive of place itself, and places in turn 
will be understood to enable certain kinds of movement through or within 
them (Lee, 2004, p. 2).

The fieldwork/fieldwalking project considers artists where their own walking 

constitutes the artwork, practices where moving through space on foot is a major source 

of inspiration and material for their work, and artists who create situations for the viewer/

participant to move on foot. The initial attraction to walking art in my practice was because 

it potentially encompassed so many different aspects6. I will discuss here the relationship 

between walking and the field. Fieldwork is a process that requires the engagement of 

the body. “A central premise of fieldwork has been that understanding is founded in per-

sonal experience” (Kuklick & Kohler, �996, p. �3). Whilst Kuklick and Kohler (as science 

historians) definitely do not use a phenomenological approach, there are important impli-

cations for how the field is understood, that come out of such a philosophical position. 

For me, Merleau-Ponty’s phenom-

enology is important to walking because of 

the way that the body is explained7. Follow-

ing Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty extended 

the importance of the connection between 

the body and the space around it. Not 

only is the body in the world but also the 

person and the environment become a 

seamless web – an intertwining. This has 

important consequences for the everyday  

physicality of walking. In the same way that 

we prepare for sleep by inviting it rather 

than explicitly willing it, we walk without 

thinking our steps. For Merleau-Ponty, a 

prior pre-cognitive grasp of the unity of this 

bodily experience allows us to grasp the unity between me and objects: I see a geological 

6 Walking as art, as writing, as pilgrimage, as protest...
 Walking as spiritual, as mundane... 
 Walking as constituting boundaries, as transgressing boundaries... 
 Walking as deeply personal, as emphatically public... 
 Walking as touring, as witnessing... 
 Walking as practical, as impractical... 
 Walking as compliance, as defiance... 
 Walking as seeing, as being seen... 
 Walking as traditional, as revolutionary... 
 Walking as wild, as mediated, as constructed... 
 Walking as an interpretive act, a generative act, an embodied act... 
 Walking as differentiating space, as consolidating space 
 Walking in space and time, connecting space, connecting time...
 (“Walking as knowing as making: Walking exchange”, �005).
7 His particular concept of the body underlies the whole of his thinking: “we are incarnate 
through and through” (Moran, �000, p. ��7). Our senses do not work separately: they overlap 
forming a melange of sensings. The world is encountered through the unified “field” of senses 
that is structured by the underlying fabric of the body. The body is an entity in action that reveals 
the world. The “world calls us to witness it into being” (Dewsbury, Harrison, Rose, & Wylie, �00�, 
p. �38). The more complex the connection between the body and the world, the more mutual and 
related is the connection between the self and the world. 

Figure �.�7 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Where the �.5  
metre freshwater crocodile used to sun-
bathe.
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pick as graspable, an apple as edible and a rock slope as climbable. This means in the 

busy city street we cope with complexity through this sense of unity. But can we perceive 

this unity whilst walking and make art from this intuitive state? Is this the “rhythm of the 

walk” that walking artist Hamish Fulton (�00�) talks about? 

According to Merleau-Ponty, one does not seek to understand the world but the 

self in the world. Orthodox science sees the view from the top of the hill with a detached 

eye, but neglects the walk to the top of the hill and the landscape of objects and events 

that surrounds you when you are in motion. In phenomenology all these things and events 

are perceived in a melange which itself cannot be fully articulated. This is the lived body: 

we need to get used to ambiguity and complexity. The body gives us specificity — of 

gender and sexual outlook that colours our relations with everything in the world — but it 

is also contingent and dependent upon externality and change.  

One well known example that Merleau-Ponty gives is the very different experi-

ence of when your two hands touch, from when 

you touch something that is not your body. When 

your left hand touches your right hand, you are 

simultaneously touching and being touched. We 

oscillate between one and the other. This relation-

ship is special and the metaphor can be extended 

to the body in the world. He likens it to a flesh-to-

flesh contact. Flesh is a surface with an inside and 

a skin so it is perceiver and perceived. The world 

itself is a kind of flesh and when we meet it with 

our bodies it is flesh on flesh: “our own body …is in the world as the heart is in the organ-

ism; it keeps the visible spectacle constantly alive, it breathes life into it and sustains it 

inwardly, and with it forms a system” (Merleau-Ponty, �96�, p. �03). If we are perceiver 

and perceived then we are flesh in the flesh of the world. Merleau-Ponty saw culture and 

nature as “two worlds… united together in the experience of the sensory, in perception, 

in the ambiguous world of the flesh” (Moran, �000, p. ���).

Figures �.�8 and �.�9. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Riggers gloves stranded July �005, retrieved February 
�006.

Figure �.�0 interdigitated hands.
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We are not simply objects (or subjects!) in a spatial world. The body is spatial, 

and through moving and inhabiting space we can articulate it. Commenting on a certain 

type of environmental art Rebecca Solnit (�00�, p. 58) notes, 

for these works geography is everything: “you had to be there.” In a cos-
mology that no longer postulates nature as something out there, as apart, 
landscape – space – is joined by animals and the human body as mani-
festations of the natural. Indeed the emphasis on the body is an emphasis 
on the subject as object, the cultural as natural, the maker as within the 
territory of the work.

Our body extends out from its physical surface. We not only dream at night, but 

dream in real time about objects around us and project what might happen to them. We 

have virtual bodies because we explore events before doing them. We pick up the scis-

sors knowing what they will do as a quality already present in them. 

It is not surprising that over the last fifty years a phenomenological approach has 

been a key strategy for artists using the body and a considerable theory has developed 

in response to this8. For me, embodiment is the living of the body through the spatial and 

the sensual. I have discovered that as a sculptor it is as important to understand how I 

relate to my body as much as how I relate to things. The pace of walking is indispensable 

to making this experience specific. 

8 For example phenomenology’s influence on Minimalism is recounted by Potts (�000). 
More recently, new media theorist Mark Hansen (�00�) claims that the rise of new media  
reflects not a technological transcendence but rather a recoporealization of vision via an embod-
ied “user”.

Figures �.�� to �.��. Images from 
Walking around  taking photographs, 
digital print installation series, 
�006. Riggers gloves stranded July 
�00� (top right) and July �005,  
retrieved February �006.
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In sum, the act of walking is the practice and bodily performance of space, and 

the negotiation of social space. And if we are enfleshed in the world, then places are 

enfleshed through us. Anthropologist Tim Ingold encapsulates it thus:

…The forms of the landscape – like the identities and capacities of its 
human inhabitants – are not imposed upon a material substrate but rather 
emerge as condensations or crystallisations or activity within a relational 
field. As people, in the course of their everyday lives, make their way by 
foot around familiar terrain, so its paths, textures and contours, variable 
through the seasons, are incorporated into their own embodied capaci-
ties of movement, awareness and response – or into what Gaston Bache-
lard (1994, p. 11) calls their “muscular consciousness”. But conversely, these 
pedestrian movements thread a tangled network of personalized trails 
through the landscape itself. Through walking, in short, landscapes are 
woven into life, and lives are woven into the landscape, in a process that 
is continuous and never-ending (Ingold, 2004, p. 333)

1.4.4 History of Walking Art

The Exegesis does not set out a history of walking in art. I have opted to discuss 

a number of walking artists and their works that have risen to significance at key mile-

stones in the journey of the project. Alongside these discussions in the sections of the 

Exegesis I have included images of the walking artworks that have been influential in the 

project9.

1.5 Research procedure

It was initially decided that the best way to answer the research question was 

to establish a field site that would be visited a number of times over the course of the 

project. The aim was to make art from examining in depth a remote ecosystem over a 

number of seasons. Repeated visits were necessary to enable me to obtain data over the 

seasons to take into account the changing nature of a place. The process of becoming 

familiar with a site was an important aspect of the study. The idea was that the site would 

be interacted with in a number of ways including drawing, photography, video and audio 

recording as well as in ways that would mimic or reflect scientific fieldwork.

9 In the process of my research I have found the following texts on the history of walking art 
useful:

Walkscapes: Walking as an aesthetic practice (Careri, �00�); 
Wanderlust: A history of walking (particularly chapter �6) (Solnit, �000); 
Guy Debord and the Situationists International: Text and documents (McDonough, �00�); 
and 
Theory of the Derive and other situationist writings on the city (Costa, Andreotti, &  
Internationale situationniste, �996).

In addition to shows on individual artists some significant group exhibitions that I 
researched that incorporating walking art included:

The power of the city: The city of power an exhibition curated by Christel Hollevoet and 
Karen Jones (Hollevoet & Jones, �99�);
Walking and thinking and walking curated by Bruce Ferguson: a subsection of nowhere 
(Ferguson, Fuchs, Grambye, Blazwick, & Bauer, �996);
En Route Serpentine Gallery (Steiner, �00�);
Walk Ways curated by Stuart Horodner (Horodner, �00�); and
strange strolls curated by Perdita Phillips (P. Phillips, �005b).

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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A location in the Kimberley was considered desirable because it would allow 

me to examine notions of wildness and wilderness at the same time that I could take 

advantage of my previous experience in the area. The initial research location was recon-

noitred in July �003 but proved impractical because of access problems during the Wet. 

A second research location was secured in February �00� and six visits were made to 

the site. The dates of these visits are listed in Table �.�.

Table �.� Field visits to the walkingcountry10

Number Date Kija Season

� �7 April to �� May �00� Marlingin
� 7 July to 3� July �00� Warnkan
3 30 November to �� December �00� Werrkalen
� �5 February to �� March �005 Kurlun
5 �0 June to 30 July �005 Warnkan/Parnten (visit to Purnululu National Park)
6 �0 February to �0 March �006 Kurlun

At first this location did not have a name as I was unsettled by its slippery  

disposition. But after a serendipitous discussion with Dr Veronica Brady in April �005 at 

the Be True to the Earth conference, the location became simply�� the walkingcountry. 

Much of the field visits were spent walking the country. Sometimes these walks 

were in order to get to specific places (e.g., the end of the valley); other walks were 

semi-intentional or unplanned (see Section 3.�.5.� on the saunter). On each visit thirteen 

photopoints were photographed. Ambient sound was also recorded at each of these  

photopoints. The Merton photopoint was also recorded on time-lapse video from sunrise 

(civil twilight) to sunset on most visits. In July �00� two extra photopoints were established 

in accordance with Department of Agriculture guidelines (McLaughlin, �993; Tauss, �99�) 

and photographed. Insects, mammals and reptiles were observed and a list of birds was 

kept. Specimens of plants and rocks were collected as were animal remains such as 

bones and wasp nests. Other recording strategies included recording GPS locations and 

tracks; and once a day recording landforms, soils, geology, vegetation, sounds, smells 

and feelings at a random location. 

�0 the walkingcountry is situated on the border between the Kija and Miriwoong cultural 
groups.
��  (modestly).

Figures �.�� and �.��. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Merton photopoint (with steel dropper) on right March 
�006. 
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Night vision scope photography was undertaken in field visits 5 and 6. A number 

of small video projects were undertaken. For example, video recordings were made of a 

route in the form of the letters dte through the landscape of the Wheelbarrow Creek valley 

(in July �005) and of the letters pto traced out in a small sandy clearing in a steep sided 

valley in the Saw Range in March �006. An investigation was made into the bowers of 

the great bowerbird, Chlamydera nuchalis. Various domestic and souvenir objects were 

emplaced in the walkingcountry and retrieved at a later date. These things were dubbed 

“strandings” and are discussed in Sections 3.3.�, 3.3.9 and 3.5.�.�.

The second aspect of the project was to observe the process of scientific  

fieldwork. The idea was to work creatively with documentation to produce further  

artworks. Locating a scientist willing to be photographed proved a challenge. However 

Thalie Partridge (PhD ecology researcher at Purnululu National Park) was interviewed 

�-3 August �00� and our conversations formed part of Four Tales from Natural History 

(Phillips, �00�b). Between 6 and �� July �005 geologist Alvin D’Almaida mapped the 

walkingcountry and in �006 respondents were sought for a three question Field Survey: 

The experiences of field researchers. Artworks derived from these investigations will 

be shown in the fieldwork/fieldwalking exhibition (Phillips, �006a).

Figures �.�6 to �.�9. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Lower images show the last departure from the  
Merton photopoint at the end of the Wet in March �006.
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During the course of fieldwork/fieldwalking the following artworks were 

exhibited:

Zoo for the species (�003) 7 track audio installation in National Review of Live 
Art, ��-�6 October, Midland 
Ordinary Wilderness: Murmuring Polyphony (�00�c) digitally printed bound 
book in Books04, Noosa Regional Art Gallery, August �8 to October �7, Noosa 
Four Tales from Natural History (�00�b) solo installation at Perth Institute of 
Contemporary Art, �6 August to �6 September, Northbridge
Semi (�00�d) solo exhibition at the Spectrum Project Space and Kurb Gallery, �� 
to �5 November �00�, Northbridge
The Before (A work in 3 parts) (�00�d) mixed media installation in For nothing, 
�6 November �00� to �� January �005, The Bank Gallery, Midland
fieldwork/fieldwalking, (�006a) solo exhibition �5 August to 3 September 
Moores Building, Fremantle. A catalogue was printed after the show and is  
available in Appendix A.�.

I also curated a �6 person international sound art walking exhibition, strange 

strolls (�005b), �8 November to �8 December �005, which also included my soundwalk 

To Meander and back (�005c). The catalogue of this show is included as Appendix 

A.3.

Papers were presented at the following conferences:

“Spirals, tracks and trackless wastes: Walking the city and walking the ordi-
nary wilderness” (�00�e) at Palimpsests: Transforming communities, �� to ��  
November, Curtin University, Perth
“Ordinary wilderness” (�005a) at Be true to the Earth: Inaugural Conference of 
the Association for the Study of Literature and the Environment (Australia-New 
Zealand) 3� March to � April �005, Monash University, Melbourne
“Strange strolls: translation and transformation in sound art walking projects” 
(�006b) Senses of Place: Exploring concepts and expressions of place through 
different senses and lenses, 6 to 8 April, School of Art, University of Tasmania, 
Hobart. An updated and expanded version of the paper is presented in Appendix 
A.�.

My paper, Doing art and doing cultural geography: the fieldwork/field ��walk-

ing project (�00�a), outlining the beginnings of the fieldwork/fieldwalking project, was 

published in Australian Geographer in July �00� and is included as Appendix A.5. The 

short statement Bad environmental art was published as part of a “stirring” column in 

Artlink in �005 (Anonymous Artist (who has made both good and bad environmental art), 

�005). The statement is reprinted in Appendix A.6.

�� There should be no space here between the words field and walking.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Figure �.�0 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Animal 
tracks.
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1.6 The Exegesis

The fieldwork/fieldwalking thesis is comprised of a number of artistic works 

and a supporting written exegesis. As such the exegesis is of a lesser length than a  

conventional thesis. Milech and Schilo (�00�) define three different types of models for 

creative PhD exegeses. These are:

the Research Question Model which investigates a question in a conventionally 
academic way but as a lesser length [I interpreted this as a mini-thesis focused, 
for example, on one question in a research project];
the Commentary Model which is an explanation of, or research report on the 
artworks; and
the Context Model which explores the historical, social or disciplinary factors af-
fecting the artwork

Milech and Schilo (�00�, p. �0) argue that the Research Question Model is the 

best approach to enable a student to conceptualise “the affinity between the creative/

production and written components of a research thesis in a strong and productive way.” 

My original intention (in �003 – prior to Milech and Schilo) was to approach the Exegesis 

as a research question to be answered from within cultural theory. Towards the end of 

the project the trajectory of the Exegesis was shaped by the additional requirements of 

explaining the intentions behind individual works and of referring to the work of other  

artists (i.e. an amalgam of the Research Question and the Commentary Model, and even 

(in passing) the Context Model). It also extends from with Milech and Schilo’ Research 

Question Model by endeavouring to adopt an applied style of discussion that fits more 

closely with reflexive qualitative dissertation models in the humanities which enjoy wide 

currency (e.g. see Hay, �000; Meloy, �00�; Rossman & Rallis, �998). 

The style and structure of the Exegesis has also been influenced by a number of 

other factors. The starting point of the fieldwork/fieldwalking project was the walking-

country and my experience of it has influenced the Exegesis: it is almost as if the country 

itself made me write this way. Not only did I underestimate the influence of the idea of 

place in my work, but also the specific nature of the place itself has shaped the writing. 

The practice of walking has influenced the writing of this Exegesis. The consequence 

of this is that each of the sections should be read like a journey. They are divided into 6 

essays or saunters�3. Each section of the Exegesis has been written as if the contents 

were a series of points connected together��.

As a whole, the fieldwork/fieldwalking project became far more concerned 

with the self than I originally intended – mostly, because I found it difficult to locate a  

scientist who would allow me to observe his or her fieldwork, I ended up doing fieldwork 

(or pseudo-fieldwork) based upon my original training and professional experience as an 

�� “Of course walking, as any reader of Thoreau’s essay Walking knows, inevitably leads into 
other subjects. Walking is a subject that is always straying” (Solnit, �000, p. 8).
�� American art historian James Elkins (�005) makes the distinction between research that 
informs the art practice and research that is part of the artwork itself. In respect to the latter, my 
Exegesis is clearly an amalgam of art practice and academic research because it is deliberately 
written in a conversational style as a guide to my work in the form of a series of saunters through 
the walkingcountry. But more importantly, in terms of the former, the significance of research out-
side of art history or criticism, namely in the areas of ecology, natural history, history of science 
and human geography to my practice is clearly evident.

•

•

•
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environmental scientist. In turn, I had underestimated what that meant to look back at the 

change that I had made in my life when I finally decided that it was impossible for me to 

be successful as both an artist and a scientist. At that time (�993) I was disenchanted 

with the science that I was doing as part of my employment. This turning point had  

happened when I was working in the Kimberley only a few hundred kilometres away, and 

traces of those times erupted in the walkingcountry.

1.7 The final exhibition: fieldwork/fieldwalking

It should be noted that the Exegesis has been written before the completion of the 

final exhibition and as such there may be a few threads coming to the fore in these final 

works. Furthermore, the way that I work is not unique in that my practice takes on multiple 

forms and ideas are expressed in multiple ways in different works; many things influence 

each artwork. My endeavour in the Exegesis is to write in a way that approaches what 

cultural geographer Lesley Instone calls “situated entanglements” where there is a sense 

of “the overlapping and intertwining of culture, nature, humans, animals, and all manner 

of entities” (Instone, �00�, p. �3�).

1.8 Scope and definitions

This section outlines the limits of the project of what is and is not included and 

some key definitions that are used in the Exegesis. It clarifies some understandings 

and allows some words to stand in for more complex and ongoing debates. Some are 

defined in the negative. This is mostly because a positive word does not exist. Whilst 

the world is complicated and interwoven at some point borders needed to be drawn and 

spheres of interest needed to be set to enable the project to be completed. An underlying  

assumption of the project is the value of art as a research method for expanding the 

boundaries of knowledge and understanding. 

Figures �.�� and �.��. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. 
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1.8.1 “Scales”

The spheres of walking and fieldwork cover a range of spatial scales and depths 

of understanding. Walking can be the process of knowing a location as a transient  

traveller – the tourist gaze -- the walker who passes and observes the random events in 

a single sweep of a landscape. fieldwork/fieldwalking also researched the closeness 

of walking and the intimacy of knowing a location that has been walked-over (and over), 

over a length of time. In the scientific process of fieldwork, the walker walks the land-

scape at the same scale as the casual or aesthetic person, but with very different results. 

The shifts between these scales were part of the research process. 

1.8.2 Fieldwork and fieldwalking

The definition of scientific fieldwork as “enterprises conducted at least partially 

out of doors, in uncontrolled settings” (Kuklick & Kohler, �996, p. �) utilised in Appendix 

A.� can be complemented by the work that an artist does in the field. Both types of 

work are fieldwork. It is acknowledged that fieldwork is only one part of the scientific 

research process. But in this project it was the primary focus. Pre- and post- expeditionary  

practices were not touched upon other than incidentally. As mentioned previously, field 

walking is an archaeological sampling technique�5. Walking conducted in non-urban areas 

is the complementary designation in art. Therefore the terms fieldwork and fieldwalking 

link scientific and artistic activity (see Figure �.��).

Note: The “field” as understood in painterly composition or modern abstract  

painting (see Figure �.33) is not an issue in the project�6.

1.8.3 FutureNatural

As discussed in section �.�.� the FutureNatural (as a noun) is the nexus between 

the human and nonhuman world. It is also (in a performative sense) the question of what 

will become of this nexus in the future. 

All of nature talks to me

if I could just figure out what it was trying to tell me 

Laurie Anderson “Sharkey’s Day” from the album Mister Heartbreak

��  Fieldwalking “is an archaeological method of sampling artefacts laying on the surfaces 
of exposed and disturbed soils. It is a method used to detect new sites and past land-uses across a 
landscape. Practised by professional archaeologists, it is also a favourite method of amateur and 
voluntary archaeologists” (Brooker, �006).
�6 There is, however, an obvious debt to Rosalind Krauss’ Sculpture in the expanded field 
(�979).
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Figure �.�� A walk-through view of the Field exhibition of �968 reproduced in Smith 
and Green (�00�, Figure 0�.0�). Note feet.

Figures �.�� to �.�7. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. 
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1.8.4 The walkingcountry

The walkingcountry is located in the Kimberley of Western Australia. A 

detailed map of the walkingcountry can be seen in Figure �.38. The walkingcountry is  

�583 hectares of the Kimberley 68 km by road south of Kununurra at latitude  

�6° �’ 33.9” South and longitude ��8° �3’ �0.56” East. The extent of the walkingcountry cov-

ers Arthur Creek from below the Dunham Pilot Dam to just below the Diversion Dam and its  

associated catchment. It includes part of the Saw Range, the catchment of Wheelbarrow 

Creek draining into Arthur Creek from the south, some creeks on the north side of Arthur 

Creek as well as a small area of low rocky ground to the north of this again. 

1.8.� The non-urban

In order to limit the scope of the project a decision was initially made to restrict its 

extent to the question of walking and science in non-urban areas. In this case non-urban 

areas are those areas outside of towns and cities where the fabric of the landscape does 

not belong to the city. In Australia this includes farmland, extensively grazed pastoral 

land, Aboriginal held land, National Parks, nature reserves, “unalienated” crown land and 

many other miscellaneous land use types. The use of the term non-urban is contingent 

in the sense that the connections with urban areas are not denied, but the different-ness 

of experiences outside of the urban is affirmed.

Figure �.�8 The walkingcountry is situated in the East Kimberley of Western  
Australia.
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1.8.6 Ordinary wilderness

Wilderness, wildness and ordinary wilderness are explored in Sections 3.� and 

3.3 of the Exegesis. In common usage the phrase ordinary wilderness is an oxymoron. 

Ordinary wilderness asks the questions: what happens if “wilderness experiences” are 

mundane? What happens if wild things have an autonomy outside of our control? What 

happens if wildness is as much inside us as it is where our rubbish ends up�7? Stuart 

�7  “It is in vain to dream of a wildness distant from ourselves -- There is none such. It is the bog 
in our brain & bowels” (Thoreau’s Journal 30 August �856, p. 8�).

Figure �.�9 Detail of the walkingcountry showing the main features. Data extracted  
from Cabbage Tree Creek �:50 000 topopgraphic map © Copyright  
Commonwealth of Australia, Director of Survey, Department of Defence 
(�99�) reproduced by permission.
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Cowan�8 (�996) states that wild “alludes to a process of self-organisation that generates 

systems and organisms. All of which are within the constraints of – and constitute major 

components of – larger systems that are again wild.” So what happens if the ordinary is 

in the wild and the wild is in the ordinary?

1.8.7 The nonhuman and the more-than-human

In common parlance nonhuman�9 refers to living things, mostly animals, which 

are not of the species of Homo sapiens sapiens. The term has also been expanded by 

some to include cyborgs and machinic life (i.e. research by and around Donna Haraway, 

�99�). Recently the term more-than-human (e.g., Abram, �996; Braun, �005; Hinchliffe, 

Kearnes, Degen, & Whatmore, �005; Instone, �00�; Lorimer, �005) is gaining currency 

and goes further in shifting the balance between humans and others. However I have 

remained with the term nonhuman in the text because it is less cumbersome. For the 

purposes of the Exegesis it is taken to mean other animals and organic life and where 

appropriate is expanded to include other elements of the environment such as rocks, 

water, soil and weather.

1.8.8 Art-of-connection: The relationship between the artwork, artist,  
environment and audience

The fieldwork/fieldwalking project operated using a definition of the artwork that 

has evolved considerably from any linear cybernetic artist → art object → audience 

model shown in Figure �.�0. Here the artwork is more or less defined by the boundaries of 

the art object. Meaning is immanent in the art object and the mind of the singular viewer. 

Instead the project has revolved around multidirectional relationships (↔) between the 

artist, the art object, the audience and the environment. This is shown in Figure �.��. 

The boundary of the artwork has expanded to encompass the process and experiences 

of both the audience and the artist. The interrelationship between elements becomes 

important and these relationships change and evolve. 

�8 Cowan is an eco-sustainability practitioner whose original PhD was in complex linear 
systems.
�9  Common dictionary definitions include: not human; not belonging to or produced by or 
appropriate to human beings.

Figure �.�0 Sketch of the “commonsense” model of an artwork. The boundary of 
the artwork is snug around the object.
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A varied terrain springs from a deeper appreciation of the model. For example, 

it encouraged me to do sound works where the walking of the audience was central to 

the artwork. Mundane activities that took place at the walkingcountry were integrated 

into art. Although the focus of the project was always on the field, the field is not under-

stood as existing unconnected from other things. The journey to and from the walking-

country could not be ignored�0. In this model the environment is granted the status of 

having agency. Activities other than observing and collecting data take place in the field. 

And such a model of an artwork with its troubling boundaries naturally raises questions 

about the accessibility of an artwork for others. This is especially the case in the field-

work/fieldwalking project when the environment in question is physically far from most  

audiences. How can artworks in this situation give interest and experience for 

audiences? 

Such a model of artist, art object, audience and environment shares similarities 

with practice that might broadly be considered to espouse a “relational” aesthetic. These 

practices have been variously called new genre public art (Lacy, �995), littoral art (Littoral, 

�006), relational aesthetics (Bourriaud, �00�), conversational art (Bhabha, �998), dialogue-

based public art (Finkelpearl, �00�), connective art (see Gablik, �99�, �995) and dialogic 

art (Kester, �00�). Communal conversations, for example, are commonly implied and some 

do appear to include the environment in their models. These types of art practices

�0  And this is already a finer qualification on the definition of the scientific field in Section 
�.�.�.

Figure �.�� Sketch of the model of an artwork adopted in this project with all  
elements in dialogue with each other (background: Meander Photopoint).
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encourage their participants to question fixed identities, stereotypical 
images, and so on, they do so through a cumulative process of exchange 
and dialogue, rather than a single, instantaneous shock of insight, precipi-
tated by an image or object. These projects require a paradigm shift in 
our understanding of the world of art; a definition of aesthetic experience 
that is durational rather than immediate (Kester, 2004, p. 4).

At its best relational art facilitates dialogue amongst communities “It is re-framed 

as an active, generative process that can help us speak and imagine beyond the limits 

of fixed identities and official discourse” (Kester, �00�, p. �). The definition of artist itself 

is changed to one that values being able to converse and listen. But relational art is 

not without its critics. One reason is the tendency for artist to become a “context pro-

vider”. Another is because the durational shift in the definition of the aesthetic experience  

(mentioned above) has not really occurred. 

A third is because of the lack of materiality that may occur when the emphasis 

is on the dialogue between the artist and other humans. In other words, how does art-

of-connection make matter, matter? What about the “thinginess” of things? This is con-

ventionally understood as the materiality of the art object that may be a locus of the art, 

but may also take the form of the materiality of the experience of the artist and the audi-

ence. When I say material sphere this acknowledges the historical change in what might 

have been considered an art object��. In other words, in walking art a commonsense or 

conventional sculptural object does not exist, but at the same time the materiality of the 

process of walking is no less manifest. It may be more useful to consider the artwork 

as a restless place of meaning: “It’s not about attaching representational meaning to 

the object but rather allowing recognition, meaning, identity, to gather” (artist Roni Horn 

quoted by Neri, �000, p. 35).

If the experience of the artist and the audience is the key to the process then a 

greater appreciation is needed of the balance between the direct experience of the artist 

and the shared experience of audiences: between indulgence on the part of the artist 

and providing a unchallenging and visually underwhelming tea party for the artworld (see 

Scanlan, �005). “A work always comes together twice; first, for the artist, and, second, for 

the viewer. For me that second coming together is really an essential part of the experi-

ence” (Roni Horn in L. Cooke, �000, p. �6). It may be we need to reconsider the nature 

of experience itself:

The command paradigm approaches experience as if we were 
somehow outside it, looking in, like disembodied subjects handling an 
object. But our experiences aren’t objects. They’re us; they’re what 
we’re made of. We are our situations; we are our moving through them. 
We are our participation – not some abstract entity that is somehow 
outside looking in at it at all (social theorist and writer Brian Massumi in 
Zournazi, 2003).

In the Exegesis I have used the term art-of-connection as a term for art that is 

cognisant of having multidirectional relationships between the artist, the art object, the 

audience and the environment.

�� For example, Six years: the dematerialization of the art object from 1966 to 1972  
(Lippard, �997).
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1.9 The route taken

The following subsections outline the route of each of the sections of the  

Exegesis. The first saunter is Section �.�. Waiting for cane toads introduces three 

broad influences on the project: the Kimberley ecology, Kimberley experience and the 

issue of the immanent cane toad invasion of the Kimberley. The relevance of the idea of 

“feral” is discussed. The arguments of Section 3.� are:

that the non-art context surrounding the fieldwalking/fieldwork project has  
influenced the overall directions of the artworks;
that the tensions of seeking and denying belonging are an important factor in 
Australian non-urban art; and
that the way forward for environmental art lies in neither neglecting science nor 
relying wholly upon it for justification.

The second saunter is Section �.�. To wild is a discussion of wildness as a  

potential tool for revisiting non-urban art walking. I propose revisiting wonder as a poten-

tial strategy for art making. The arguments of Section 3.� are:

that wildness in its living, unfixed and fluid condition is a useful tool for making art 
about fieldwork and fieldwalking; 
that wonder is a potent tool for departing from the work of previous non-urban art 
walkers such as Richard Long and Hamish Fulton; and
that wildness can be used as a subversive strategy to interrogate science in the 
field and, when used in different concentrations, can produce a variety of art ap-
proaches.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Figures �.�� and �.��. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print 
installation series, �006. Wet Season sunrise. 

Figure �.�� Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Wet  
season fish in ephemeral pool.
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The third essay, Section �.� Conversations with trees, contrasts ordinary  

experiences with the existing model of wilderness that is commonly employed in the 

Kimberley. The idea of a conversational, relational and non-representational way of  

artmaking is proposed. The arguments of Section 3.3 are:

that the walkingcountry is an ordinary wilderness, a place where one oscillated 
between the strange and the familiar. To talk of a contemporary non-urban art 
requires us to re-express this oscillation in new ways;
conversations can be had with the nonhuman by reconfiguring relationships  
within an artwork (artist, object, audience, environment) in a way that is less  
representational; and
because of the importance of the nonhuman in non-urban areas, moving beyond 
representational models of art is a crucial strategy.

The fourth saunter, Section �.� herethere, addresses the realities of making art 

about non-urban areas for urban audiences. The idea of making art that transforms and 

not translates one place into another is discussed in reference to my work. I also refer to 

specific examples of other artists’ works in Appendix A.8 to support my work. I propose a 

more fluid and evolving definition of place that has affected my art practice. 

The arguments of Section 3.� are:

that a number of artists have created art where two places are brought into  
relationship in a transformative way. This entails firstly, the folding up of the space 
in-between (and not its erasure) and secondly, an interdigitation or involution of 
the two places; and
that the very definition of place has been changed. Contemporary places are 
about connections. In places things (people, tools, plants, rocks, animals) are 
brought into relation by events.

The ideas of the fourth saunter are further elaborated in the practical example 

of the strange strolls exhibition and my work To Meander and back in Appendix A.�, 

the fifth saunter.  The expanded use of sound in fieldwork/fieldwalking has been a  

fundamental shift in my practice. The arguments of this key saunter are:

that hearing and listening are performed in a different way from seeing because 
sound is immersive and has heightened spatial and temporal characteristics. 
Equally importantly, listening awakens our awareness of the rest of our senses to 
make us more skilful at being poly-sensual;
that using sound in art makes available different methods of creating art  
experiences, such as binaural recording, for re-imagining non-urban places in an 
embodied way;
that the soundwalks introduce a particular type of disjunctive experience distinct 
from listening to music CDs on walkmans or having a conversation on a mobile 
phone;
that the soundwalks were transformational because they clearly imbricated the 
other place or awayplace (of, say the walkingcountry) with Fremantle: each of the 
places (here and there) was transformed; and 
that the sphere of the artwork is substantially extended in sound art  
walking projects. This is because of the transformations were experienced by the  
participants during and subsequent to the walk; and by passers by who chanced 
upon the participants walking in public spaces. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The final saunter (Section �.� invisible countries) discusses the walkingcountry 

in terms of silence, stillness and lostness. It revolves around how we might be blind to the 

perception of, and reality of, “invisible countries” or places that fall outside of mainstream 

perception. One example is all the life in an ecosystem that we ignore because we are 

not used to being quiet and attentive to the world. Another important political example 

is the silencing of Indigenous Australia as part of colonialism. I propose four different  

processes of silence that start with oppression and end with moving from silence and 

taking heed. The examination of these processes leads to the arguments of Section 3.5 

which are:

That we can reconcile the “emptiness” of Euro-Australian belonging by reframing 
belonging as something that takes place and that must be acted out in a continu-
ing negotiation; and
That the path ahead is unclear and winding because the kinds of adventures 
needed must be flexible and evolving. It involves both hearing and acting,  
speaking with and listening to both the human and nonhuman as we negotiate 
our fluid places in the world.

1.10 To depart

The Exegesis discusses my artworks by linking them to other artworks about 

walking and/or scientific fieldwork. This includes considering the visual language used 

and the (broader) sensed encounter that happens when experiencing the work of other 

artists dealing with similar themes. The Exegesis considers the intentions of these artists 

and myself. It sketches a theoretical background for my work, relating it to wider debates 

about key issues such as the human/nature binary and representation. A strong concern 

in my research was how my artworks relate to the everyday practices that surround 

them, such as those in scientific fieldwork, or outback tourism: as “the practices through 

which nature is manifest in social action” (Instone, �00�, p. �3�). How nature is perceived 

in everyday life influences how my works are understood. Moreover, since I believe that 

art can contribute to changing these perceptions, my artworks have a role to play in the 

evolution of such perceptions. The art does not just reflect what is around it but takes an 

active part in conversations. Underlying my practice is a commitment to environmental 

action and the growth of an environmentally healthy society, and at times this Exegesis 

touches upon such issues.

•

•

Figures �.�� and �.�6. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Mystery hole dug by animals (left) Biblio Gorge 
(right). 
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In opening up possibilities I cannot provide definitive answers – either to the ques-

tions that I hope have been raised in the work – or in the form of a definitive statement of 

the intentions behind each of the works. Nevertheless I hope that I will have provided a 

coherent guidebook to help in your interpretation of the fieldwork/fieldwalking project. 

The concluding Section �.0 draws out some findings, revisits the research question of 

the Thesis and concludes with the path my art practice might take in the future. 

Figures �.�7 and �.�8. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, �006. Immature Horsfield’s Bronze-Cuckoo with host Red-
backed Fairy Wren family.


